Press Release

Zumtobel luminaires TECTON and MIREL LED win 2016
Architectural Record’s Products of the Year
Architectural Record’s annual Products of the Year awards honor the best and brightest new
architectural goods. A panel of architects, designers, and specifiers judge the entries based
on the basis of innovation, usefulness and aesthetics.
Highland, New York, December 2016 – Two of Zumtobel’s luminaires – TECTON and MIREL LED –
were recognized for their innovative qualities in the Lighting category of this year’s Architectural
Record Products of the Year awards. Out of hundreds of entries submitted every year, only a handful
are selected as winners in each category.

TECTON is a versatile and efficient continuous-row LED lighting system that provides uninterrupted
light lines and easy installation. The advancedOptic split-lens technology ensures targeted and
efficient light distribution. Thanks to this unique technology, all known beam patterns can be realized
– including wide beam, narrow beam, shelf beam, and wallwasher. The unique two-part trunking and
batten system of TECTON allows for faster installation – up to 144 feet between electrical feeds. The
luminaire is quickly and securely installed in the trunking system that provides audible clicking and
visible locking. This two part system results in a quick, tools-free installation of the luminaire that can
be completed by a single person.

MIREL LED delivers a clear, minimalistic and universally applicable design. The next generation of
louver luminaires, MIREL LED is characterized by a distinct appearance, perfect glare control, and
high lighting quality and energy efficiency. The luminaire is particularly suitable for varied visual tasks
in offices, classrooms and general-use areas. MIREL LED achieves high lighting quality, perfect
glare control and batwing light distribution with Zumtobel’s advancedOptic Quadrification-Lens. Light
distribution is affected via the optics at a rate of 95 percent – only 5 percent of the luminous flux is
reflected by the louver.

Both products will be featured in the December issue of Architectural Record and cataloged on
architecturalrecord.com.
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Image captions:
(Photo Credits: Zumtobel)

Image 1: MIREL LED 2x2 Surface Mount Luminaire

Image 2: MIREL LED Light Distribution Rendering
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Image 3: TECTON Continuous Row Lighting System

Image 4: TECTON Light Distribution Rendering
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Image 5: Architectural Record Products of the Year 2016 Winner Emblem
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About Zumtobel
As a leader in innovation, Zumtobel develops sustainable lighting solutions tailored to the needs of people in their respective
applications. With a comprehensive portfolio of high-quality luminaires and intelligent lighting management systems, the
Austrian company provides optimum indoor and exterior products for working and living spaces - the right light for every
activity at any time of day. The applications office, education, presentation and retail, hotel and wellness, health, art and
culture and industry are now perfectly complemented with portfolios for living and outdoor areas. Zumtobel is a brand of
Zumtobel Group AG with its head office in Dornbirn, Vorarlberg (Austria).

Zumtobel. The Light.
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